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86 Priscilla
As seen in The Farmer’s Wife 1930s Sampler Quilt book by Laurie Aaron Hird

From Marti Michell Perfect Patchwork Templates Conversion Chart
For personal use in conjunction with the book and these From Marti Michell Tools:  
Perfect Patchwork Template Set D, Product #8254
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Cutting
Priscilla is not very template friendly, but is quite easy to cut and 
piece. We used a 5″ x 10″ piece of fabric for the “spokes,” and a  
6″ x 18″ piece (18″ on the lengthwise grain) for the background. 

1. Cut the D-29 triangles with the hypotenuse on straight grain. 

2. Cut the 86A pieces with the long edge on straight lengthwise 
grain.

3. Cut 86B with straight lengthwise grain running down the center 
of the piece.

Making the Block
1. Join as shown in the book. We pressed the seams open when 

joining the D-29 center triangles and then pressed toward the 
86B pieces when making the long skinny center section.

2. Join the remaining pieces into two side sections. Pin just the 
86B part of the side section to the center square and stitch with 
the square on top so you can see the seamlines. Stitch from one 
seamline to the next. Remove the pieces and confirm accuracy. 

3. Turn pieces over and stitch from center square out on both sides. 

4. Repeat with the other side section unit.

Priscilla Template 86C

is the same as FMM Set D Template D-29

Grainline override on template D-29: 
D-29

FMM 23


